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What a start! As you probably know, Renate Reichstein
retired at the end of 2019. Big shoes to fill, but I can at
least promise you that I know our programme inside
out: I have been with Oetinger since 2006, the last
years as head of the Oetinger Film Rights Agency, and
there are very few titles that I have not yet read (or
read to my children). Feel free to test me!
As much as Martin and I are happy now to share
our new Foreign Rights Catalogue with you, we are
saddened by the effects the corona virus is currently
causing worldwide: The London Book Fair has been
cancelled, and Bologna is postponed – if it can take
place at all.
Fortunately, however, this does not affect the quality
or diversity of our spring programme. It just forces us
to be creative and find new ways to present our titles
to you. This is a challenge we are happy to take up,
and we are already busy developing new formats in
addition to this catalogue. We’ll keep you informed
and are looking forward to your reactions!
Now to our top titles:
Thanks to you as well, our Little Owl has become
a real superstar. Come and meet the little owl’s new
friend: The Alpaca, who urgently needs to make
poo-poo. It cannot wait a second longer! A problem,
which parents all over the world surely know from
their own experience... Be prepared to fall head
over heels in love – it has already happened to us.

Our favourite books for reading aloud come from a
series that starts directly with two volumes: The Wild
Woodland Heroes are four young animals who have
made it their mission to help human children. Written
with warmth and wit by bestselling author Andrea
Schütze and beautifully illustrated.
Another promising series will be launched this
spring as well: Comic books for beginning readers.
Self-reading can be difficult at first, especially boys
often find it hard. But with the Pitch Monsters and the
Guardians of the Valley, it will be a piece of cake!
Breaking news: The first volume of our children’s book
bestseller series The Magical Bookshop of Wishes
is now available in the UK and USA. This is very
exciting! Volume 6 of the series will be released soon
and is dedicated to the ever popular subject of school.
Last but not least, we recommend Evolve by Johannes
Groschupf for YA readers: an intriguing future-fiction
thriller about a clique of teenagers living in a society
that is entirely focused on optimizing each citizen.
THE novel for the Instagram generation!
Have fun browsing and reading,

Ulrike Düwert
Rights Director

Cover illustration by Tanja Jacobs: “Das Alpaka muss Kacka” (“The Alpaca Needs to Do a Poo”, p. 15) © Verlag Friedrich Oetinger, Hamburg 2020
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BOARD BOOKS

Our Bestselling Little
Owl Ready to Plunge
Into the Water With You!

1 MIO.
COPIES

SOLD OF THE
LITTLE OWL AND
HER FRIENDS

This Little Owl story by author duo
Susanne Weber and Tanja Jacobs makes
bathtime a delight for every child

English translation
available
Rights sold to

Comes
with a fun
“watergun”

Tanja Jacobs · Susanne Weber

The Little Owl Takes
a Bath (Bath book)

Tanja Jacobs · Susanne Weber

“Ow!” Said the Owl
Picture Book Ages 3+
16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-6706-5

Board Book Ages 0 Months +
8 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1513-4
It’s bath day at the owls’ house, but Little Owl doesn’t want to know. Mummy
Owl offers her heaps of fluffy bubble bath and a yellow rubber duck, but
nothing will tempt her into the water. Little Owl simply refuses to hop into the
bath. Then mummy has a brilliant idea…

The little owl has hurt herself. The fox comes along and blows on
the bump, the mouse brings a plaster and the snake strokes the little
owl’s cheek. But what’s the best way to make it better?
A kiss from Mummy Owl, of course! With the cutest little owl
in the world, this book is an absolute favourite with very young
children. A charming story of kindness and empathy
told in clear pictures and simple rhymes children
will have great fun joining in with.

11 MIO.
VIEWS
ON YOUTUBE

Rights sold to

The Little Owl Takes a Bath
978-3-7891-1045-0
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Good Night, Little Owl!
978-3-7891-2453-2

Sing along with The Little
Owl and her Friends

Everybody
Wants to Be
The Little
Owl’s Friend

Title

A Humorous Tale
About Every
Travelling Parent’s
Nightmare

Perfect for nursery
school children

From the best-selling duo who
created The Little Owl

Tanja Jacobs · Susanne Weber

Tanja Jacobs · Susanne Weber

The Little Owl Makes a Friend

The Alpaca Needs to Do a Poo

Picture Book Ages 3+
32 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1519-6

Board Book Ages 18 Months +
16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1387-1

The Little Owl is terribly bored. Luckily she meets
the little dormouse and the pair have a wonderful
time playing hide and seek. And because they
both get along so well, they both know instinctively
that they will be seeing each other again.

The alpaca needs to do a poo,
It’s desperate, it just can’t wait!
But will it find a loo in time,
or will it be too late?

The Little Owl Flies
Up to the Stars
978-3-7891-1346-8

The Unicorn With No Horn
978-3-7891-0874-7
The Unicorn Goes Looking for the Rainbow
978-3-7891-0944-7
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BOARD BOOKS & PICTURE BOOKS

!

TOP

BOARD BOOKS

All My Animals … Go Everywhere With Me
With big, eyecatching peephole on every cover

Now it’s really time for bed, you
sleepy little mouse! Illustrator
debuts with humour and charm

Undisputedly a
hot topic for tiny tots
Children get to know and
name their very first animals
The guinea pig nibbles at a lettuce leaf,
the fish blows great big bubbles, the pig
wallows in a huge muddly puddle, and
the owl flies through the night. These
four board books are full of household
pets, marine creatures, farm animals and
woodland animals, all just waiting to be
discovered by young board-book fans.
Each animal is briefly introduced and
then shown in action.

Nadine Reitz · Lena Kleine Bornhorst

Nadine Reitz · Lena Kleine Bornhorst

My Animals – In the Sea

My Animals – At Home

Board Book Ages 18 Months +
14 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1435-9

Board Book Ages 18 Months +
14 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1436-6
Caroline Opheys · Henrike Lippa-Wagenmann

Light off, Little Mouse!
Board Book Ages 18 Months +
16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1361-1

Nadine Reitz · Lena Kleine Bornhorst

Nadine Reitz · Lena Kleine Bornhorst

My Animals – On the Farm My Animals – In the Woods
Board Book Ages 18 Months +
14 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1437-3

6

It’s time to go to sleep! But the little mouse simply
cannot fall asleep even though all the other animals
on the farm have plenty of ideas about the best way
to drift off. It’s only when the little mouse meets
another little mouse and the two have a really good
romp that it grows tired. And then it’s finally time to
switch off the light, little mouse!

Board Book Ages 18 Months +
14 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1438-0

One More Kiss –
and That’s it!
978-3-7891-1086-3

BOARD BOOKS

Warm, encouraging
message: You’re great
just the way you are!

The Perfect Mix of Story
and Action Fun for Animal
Lovers and Active Listeners
Innovative new feature: with play feed
to throw in to the animals

A huge favourite
with this audience:
feeding animals
Larisa Lauber · Sophie Luca Paulsen

Bernd Lehmann · Daniel Fehr

Who’ll Come Into My Arms?

Come On, Let’s Feed the Animals!

Board Book Ages 24 Months +
16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1434-2

Board Book Ages 24 Months + | 12 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1058-0

Otto the little octopus is sad because he doesn’t
understand why he has sooo many arms. He loves
the fish’s glittering fins, the crab’s practical pincers
and the ray’s broad wing-like fins. Even Otto’s
friends recoil from his many arms. But then the
little turtle gets stuck in a crack in rocks and only
Otto can free him thanks to his many arms. Now
everyone wants a hug from Otto – turns out, it’s
wonderful to have eight arms, after all!

Come and Cuddle,
Little Narwhal!
978-3-7891-1374-1

It’s time for zookeeper Nora to feed the animals again. Of course, the young readers can go
along with her and even lend a hand! On every double page, there’s a zoo scene on the left,
and a large picture of a single animal on the right that can be fed by pushing the detachable
pieces of feed through a slot at the top of the page. In the end, all the animals are satisfied
and happy, of course. And their meal for the next day is already ready for them.
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BOARD BOOKS

F

AV O U R
OUR
IT E S

Pooh – who's making that smell?
Bathtime, an everyday topic

Paul the sloth, the kind
of friend every child
would love to have

Bedtime at the zoo –
read-aloud fun with interactive
elements for the children
to join in the search!

Lisa Rammensee · Susanne Weber

Martina Leykamm · Susanne Weber

Stefanie Jeschke · Lena Kleine Bornhorst

The Stinky Little Buffalo

Paul, Not Lazy At All

Shhh, Don’t Wake the Tiger!

Board Book Ages 24 Months + | 16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0996-6

Board Book Ages 24 Months +
16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0998-0

Board Book Ages 24 Months +
16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0980-5

Paul is a sloth, but there’s nothing lazy and slothful about
him – quite the opposite, in fact. While the other sloths all
hang around doing nothing all day, Paul spends his time
with his friend the monkey. Paul never tires of climbing
and eating bananas with him, and seeing which of them
is the faster swimmer. Does Paul never get tired?

Frido the little penguin can’t sleep. He’s left his cuddly toy
giraffe behind. So he sets off all the way to the zoo to fetch the
giraffe back. On the way, he passes the tiger and the elephants,
the monkey rock and the birdhouse. Shhh! Frido knows not to
wake the animals and warns the young readers. But when the
flaps are opened, the animals do wake up, of course. What now?

The little buffalo is getting smellier all the time, but he doesn’t care – you see,
water isn’t his thing. It’s only when his friends start running away from him
instead of playing with him that the stinky little buffalo finally accepts
that it is perhaps time for him to take a bath, after all!
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Easter in the air!
Delightful rhymes by popular
author Sandra Grimm

Andreas Német · Hans-Christian Schmidt

Where on Earth are the
Easter Eggs?
Board Book Ages 24 Months +
16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1433-5
Mr Rabbit is very upset, he can’t find the Easter
eggs any more! Now how is he going to hide
them away for the children to find the next day?
Mr Rabbit searches all over the house, but all
he finds is a fish under the table, a hedgehog
behind the mirror and a Christmas tree in the
bath. That’s no use to him at all! It looks like the
children will have to help him …

EASTER BOARD BOOKS

An amusing Easter story
with lots of flaps! With
rhymes to join in on and
counting from 1 to 10.

Seven Little Bunnies race
straight to the heart of parents
and children: Over 150,000
copies of the series sold!

Eggciting eyecatcher!
The most colourful egg
in the nest

Maria Bogade · Sandra Grimm

Christiane Hansen · Sabine Praml

Claudia Ondracek · Susanne Schulte

All My Easter Bunnies

Seven Little Bunnies, All with
Runny Noses

Hooray, it’s Easter!
Read-aloud Stories of Rabbits,
Eggs and Hens

Board Book Ages 18 Months +
16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1439-7
This year, the little Easter bunnies are determined
to help with the Easter preparations, so they are
all busily painting eggs. Early in the morning, the
bunnies set out to hide their tasty artworks and
hop merrily around the gardens. And when they
are tired out from all the work and ready to fall
into their cots, they find a sweet surprise waiting
for them on their pillows: seven brightly coloured
Easter eggs!

Board Book Ages 24 Months +
16 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1078-8
Achoo! Oh no – the little bunnies are all ill. One after
another, they come running to Mummy and Daddy
with runny noses, sore throats, a nasty bump, tummy
ache and a scratch. Mummy and Daddy really have
their hands full because while they are busy taking
care of one child, along comes the next unhappy
bunny. Finally, all the little bunnies have been looked
after and are happily tucked up in bed. But what’s
wrong with Matti? His cheeks are all red! Oh, he’s got
a tooth coming through… that must be it.

Board Book Ages 3+
24 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0063-9
It won’t take long to spot this on your Easter
table – an egg-shaped book that’s the big
surprise in the nest! The twelve light-hearted,
read-aloud stories all about Easter bunnies,
Easter eggs, Easter wreaths and Easter chickens
are sweeter than any chocolate egg!
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PICTURE BOOKS

F

AV O U R
OUR
IT E S

Fearless princess rescues robber
and fire-breathing dragon!
Gives the lie to stereotypical
perceptions of gender roles

The Ogglies’ creator
Erhard Dietl in top form

Antonia Michaelis · Laura Bednarski

Erhard Dietl · Christiane Hansen

Eva Dax · Sabine Dully

Eva Dax · Sabine Dully

Princess Alva and the Coughing
Fiery Dragon

A Warthog Longs to Be Brave

Miss Hic And The Puffy Fart

You Are Oh So Horribly Handsome!

Picture Book Ages 4+
32 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1341-3

Picture Book Ages 4+
32 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0368-1

Picture Book Ages 4+
32 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-3392-3

If only the warthog could be a hero. The trouble
is that he’s really timid. Nevertheless, he doesn’t
waste a second when the beaver needs his help
one night. Making his way through the dark
forest, the warthog is constantly frightened by
eerie shadows. Luckily, they are just the shadows
of harmless animals wishing to accompany him.
In the end, the warthog arrives at the beaver’s
house with a great following. The beaver had had
a nightmare and is now happy to see that so
many of his friends
were worried about
him. Together they
have a big party.

Watch out, the Unstoppable Five are in our midst!
But who is probably the most unstoppable? Miss
Hic, The Puffy Fart, The Burp, Professor Achoo
or The Yawner? A crazy contest begins. And just
when they all think it will be impossible to find a
winner, a very different candidate turns up – one
who’s far more terrible than all the rest!

Gregor is a little monster. He’s terribly strong, dreadfully
loud and awfully fast. But is he also a pretty monster?
Gregor sets off to ask his mummy, his daddy and all
the other monsters, who love him. They all give Gregor
cuddles and kisses – because doesn’t he just have the
podgiest tummy, the scaliest skin and the smelliest,
cheesiest feet you could wish for?

Picture Book Ages 4+
32 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0974-4
Princess Alva (who is not really a princess, but don’t
tell anyone) rides to the forest in her unicorn-drawn
coach, accompanied by her servants. When they are
held up by a gang of robbers, the voice of the great
fiery dragon terrifies all of them except Alva. The
dragon wants to get rid of his cough, the robbers
want to get rid of the
dragon, their leader
is in trouble, and
Alva wants everyone
including herself to
be happy.
English
translation
available
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A Warthog
Wants to Kiss
978-3-7891-0859-4

Do you know the
Unstoppable Five? They
go wherever you go

English translation available
Rights sold to

A story about being
loved and being just right
that turns conventional
beauty ideals upside down!

English translation available
Rights sold to

Title

!

The comfort commando for nursery school kids is ready!

READ ALOUD BOOKS

Four-legged Friends
to the Rescue

TOP

Read-aloud Fun for Every Day
of the Week
The week has seven stories

Andrea Schütze · Carola Sieverding

Andrea Schütze · Carola Sieverding

Anne Ameling · Julia Bierkandt

Maren von Klitzing · Caroline Opheys

The Wild Woodland Heroes 1:
Four Friends Banish
Homesickness

The Wild Woodland Heroes 2:
Rabbit in Trouble

Seven Stories A Week –
Mediaeval Mischief at
Lionspaw Castle

Seven Stories A Week –
Pony Party at Buttercup Farm

Read Aloud Book Ages 4+
96 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0221-3
The very first mission for the animal rescue
commando: Little Diego doesn’t like going to
the new woodland nursery school and feels
very homesick. What a good thing the young
animals Rufus, Poppy, Mikkel and Flora are
there to make him a woodland calendar that
has a present for him every half-hour.
English sample
translation available
Rustling sounds and the crackling of
twigs fill these woods, and they hold
a secret – four heroic young
animals with big hearts and soft,
fluffy fur are always at the ready
to soothe away the big and small
cares of nursery school children.

Read Aloud Book Ages 4+
96 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0227-5
On an outing to the forester’s house, boisterous
little Paula disturbs an anthill with her stick,
sending the ants scuttling in every direction,
including up trouser legs … Luckily, our four
woodland
heroes know the way to the
next stream and help Paula
to rescue two rabbits who are
in trouble.

Read Aloud Book Ages 4+
64 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0239-8
A new, innovative series concept that makes
learning the days of the week child’s play. With
recurring characters, one location and topics
that children love. The series begins with two
adventure-filled books, each featuring a perennial
favourite: mediaeval knights and horses.

Read Aloud Book Ages 4+
64 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0233-6
A week at Buttercup Farm, with seven stories
all about life at the pony farm. A pony party
from Monday to Sunday – an informative new
storytime ritual kids will love

With a days-of-the-week
wheel to colour in at
the end of each book
as a learning aid
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READ ALOUD BOOKS

I'm only two and already
love story time with you!
Includes rhymes, songs and
tickling and finger games

Book 5 in our series with
the great reading-aloud ritual

Practical, small
handbag size:
Fits into the very
tiniest fairy pocket

Successful concept:
over 115,000 copies
of the series sold

Rights
sold to

Henriette Wich · Various Illustrators

Maren von Klitzing · Petra Eimer

Andrea Schütze · Tina Kraus

Anne Ameling · Elias Linnekuhl

My Very First Read-Aloud
Treasury

Storytime with the Little Fox:
Neenaw, Neenaw, Here Comes
the Fire Brigade!

Maluna Moonshine –
My Best Fairy Stories

Three-Five-Eight-Minute
Stories: Friends, Happiness
and High Spirits

Read Aloud Book Ages 2+
96 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0225-1
What’s more enjoyable for tiny tots than short readaloud stories that deal with their everyday lives?
There’s one about little Alina who’s off to nursery
school, one about Felix and his outing in a handcart
and another one about Manuel, who’s looking
forward to seeing his friends and playing with his
castle … an anthology of stories that are conducive
to snuggling – as well as to listening, marvelling
and falling asleep happily to
rhymes and songs.

Read Aloud Book Ages 3+
64 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0223-7
Nick’s dad is a fireman and he and his colleagues have
prepared something very special for the Fire Brigade
festival: a small house with a fire for the children to
put out themselves! But when Soha and her mother
lock themselves out of their house, the firefighters are
soon on the spot with their fire engines, too.

Read Aloud Book Ages 4+
160 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0217-6
Strange things are happening in the famous
Enchanted Forest, where Maluna Moonshine lives.
She’s the brave little goodnight fairy with the big
heart, who’s always ready to protect others. The
fairies dance for all they’re worth on nights when
the full moon shins brightly, but within minutes,
summer sunshine can become a snow storm and
the lake is filled with mermaids demonstrating
how to swim. All perfectly normal for the
Enchanted Forest.
More than 360.000
Maluna products sold!
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Read Aloud Book Ages 4+
144 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0160-5
Giant Rumble or Dwarf Twirl? Three minutes or
eight? This book will find friends everywhere. It
contains 21 fun, imaginative, touching stories about
friendship, solidarity, about mice and crows who
become friends, and girls who cover long distances
for each other. And each story is just the reading
length you want.
Rights sold to

READ ALOUD BOOKS
RUBRIK

Why, Why?

Three entertaining stories
to read aloud or for children
to read to themselves –
with recipes for tasty treats

A fairy-tale treasure
for the whole family

Dimiter Inkiow’s
brother-and-sister classic
with three previously
unpublished stories

Petra Maria Schmitt · Susanne Orosz · Heike Vogel

Anke Loose · Simone Krüger

Titch – Growing’s Not
a Piece of Cake

Jacob & Wilhelm Grimm
Marc-Alexander Schulze

Dimiter Inkiow · Traudl & Walter Reiner

Why Are Guinea Pigs Called Pigs?
Read-aloud Stories for Inquisitive Children
Read Aloud Book Ages 5+
128 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0090-5

Read Aloud Book Ages 5+
64 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1350-5

Why are guinea pigs called pigs? Why do glow worms glow? And why do we
get goose bumps? Who’s able to give a spontaneous answer to these children’s
questions anyway? Thank goodness that there are always new volumes in
this bestselling series of expert knowledge packed into read-aloud stories that
fascinate and delight us adults, too.

It’s true, Olli Breezelong is perhaps a
little short for his age, but that’s no
reason for everyone to call him Titch.
Ole is determined to show them all –
as soon as he’s found the ultimate
recipe for growing! Luckily, he not
only has the wonderful cookery and
practical kitchen book he inherited
from his grandpa to help him, but
also his friend Elif and his own clever
hamster, Holger. Olli has some amazing
adventures with them, and most of
them end up in the kitchen – and every
time, Olli grows a little bit more.

Ask, and you’ll
get an answer!

More than 165.000 copies
sold of the whole series!
Rights to the series sold to

Also available:

Written especially for pot gazers,
taste experts, experimental cooks and
anyone who wants to become one.

The Best-Loved Grimms’
Fairy Tales to Read Aloud
Read Aloud Book Ages 5+
192 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0216-9
Straight from “the old times when a
wish could still make a difference”
comes this marvellous compendium of
Grimms’ fairy tales, with the Frog Prince
and Cinderella, Rapunzel, Snow White,
the Bremen Town Musicians, Little
Red Riding Hood, Rumplestiltskin and
altogether 25 of the best-loved fairy tales.

Me and My Sister Klara –
Hilarious Brother-and-sister
Stories to Read Aloud
Read Aloud Book Ages 5+
128 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0224-4
Swapping piggy banks on the sly?
Training flees (and letting them escape)?
Feeding ponies with straw hats? Klara
and her brother are never at a loss for
a trick to play. That’s hardly surprising
because siblings spend lots of time with
each other – it’s like having friends who
are always there.
More than 100,000 copies
sold of the series!
Rights to the
series sold to

Children’s Fairy
Tales From all
Over the World –
978-3-7707-2506-9
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READ ALOUD BOOKS

Pack your holiday books! Three
books brimming with read-aloud
stories: adventure stories,
dolphin stories & beach stories

1-2-3, glittery!
Great gift for school starters
with reversible sequins

With Heroine
Alea Aquarius,
We Can Achieve
Anything!
This bestselling series is also
a hit with beginning readers –
playfully imparted extra knowledge
about the environment

Maja von Vogel & Sandra Grimm · Various Illustrators

Various authors · Various illustrators

Simone Hennig & Tanya Stewner · Claudia Carls

Hurray it’s the holidays! –
The best summer stories to
read aloud

Hurray – School At Last!
Read-aloud stories

Alea Aquarius: The Power of the Water Spirits

Read Aloud Book Ages 4+
3 x 48 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0220-6
Finny the dolphin finds a star, Florian sends a
message in a bottle, Julia meets a mermaid and
Luke chases the flop-eared tiger. Hurray – finally,
holiday stories the whole family will love. And not
one, but three books in a slipcase that already
puts you in a holiday mood the moment you see it.
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Read Aloud Book Ages 6+
96 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7707-0222-0
I want to go to school, too! When this glittering
reading material with the reversible sequin
cover is given as a first-day-at-school present,
even the most sceptical of children about to start
school will find it very easy to say goodbye to
their nursery school. On the inside, the loveliest
stories by Ursel Scheffler, Henriette Wich,
Dimiter Inkiow and many others; on the outside,
123 and ABC all at once.

Beginning Readers Ages 8+
64 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1518-9
The Alpha Cru discovers that a scrapyard owner has been dumping
car tyres into the river – right at the spot where the Isibelles’ brown trout
lay their eggs! With the aid of the water spirits, Alea and the Isibelles
manage to haul the tyres out of the river again, and the Magicals realise
that if they all pull together, they are a match for any enemy, no matter
how small any of them may be. What a wonderful present for Alea,
whose birthday it is today!

BESTSELLER:

640,000

ALEA AQUARIUS
BOOKS AND AUDIOBOOKS SOLD

Title

!

BEGINNING READERS

New Series: Comics
For Beginning Readers

TOP

These comics turn book-shy kids into monster bookworms!

Fun illustrations
with large print for
beginning readers in
the speech bubbles

Zapf

Christian Tielmann · Lisa Brenner

Guardians of the Valley –
The Winter Crystal

The Pitch Monsters

Beginning Readers Ages 6+
64 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1075-7
The trees are still holding on to their manycoloured leaves and the weather is far too warm
for the time of year when the four friends Talis,
Alva, Will and Sam happen upon a gleaming
stone in a forbidden part of the forest. Hardly
have they found the stone than they have
strange creatures clad in iron armour pursuing
them…
A fantastic adventure comic that whisks
children away into an unfamiliar world packed
with fun and action and opens up the world of
reading even to unpractised readers.

Beginning Readers Ages 7+
64 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1065-8
How rotten is that! Bram can’t play for FC Redspike
because he’s too small. Standing on the sidelines,
Bram meets Drago, who’s also not allowed on
the pitch. Drago isn’t an ordinary boy, though;
he’s a vampire. He has some friends who are
just as unusual as he is, and he and Bram decide
to start their own team with them. They call
themselves the Pitch Monsters! And even though
the briefest exposure to sunlight reduces Drago
to dust, defender wolf Lars is not in command of
his temper and the monster twins would rather
eat the ball than kick it into goal, they still end up
winning the match against FC Redspike.

Full English translation available
Our second Comic for Beginning
Readers: Coming in autumn 2020
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BEGINNING READERS

Fast-paced action and lots
of humour with the secret
hero of the family: Little Berti
for beginning readers

Welcome to the
Animal Rescue Team!

Bifi & Pops turn kids
into busy reading bees

Finally: Unipig also for
beginning readers
for the first time with
four-colour illustrations!

Lisa-Marie Dickreiter & Andreas Götz · Nikolai Renger

Antonia Michaelis · Catherine Gabrielle Ionescu

Stefanie Taschinski · Susanne Göhlich

Anna Böhm · Susanne Göhlich

Berti and His Brothers –
First Day at School and
EVERYTHING Goes Wrong

The Animal Rescue Team –
All’s Well That Ends Well

Bifi & Pops 3:
Mission Bee Sting

Emmi & Unipig – First Day
at School with Pancakes

Beginning Readers Ages 8+
64 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1358-1

Beginning Readers Ages 6+
64 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1382-6

Read Aloud Beginning Readers Ages 5+
64 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1479-3

Hello animal lover, do you want to join the Animal
Rescue Club? Jane, Tom and Ali could do with a
few extra hands. Unfortunately, their parents don’t
understand that snails need protection. And their
teachers go up the wall the minute some cute little
mice make the school their new home. Can at least
the poor, injured hedgehog soften their hearts?
Outside, the place is full of animals needing help.
Be there to help the animal rescuers when there’s
a life to be saved!

Amateur beekeeper Pops rides into the woods on his
motorbike to see to his beehives, taking Bifi along
in his sidecar. First off, Bifi chases a sounder of wild
pigs and a fox away without Pops even noticing. But
when the bee colony swarms out with the queen,
Pops gets into a real flap. Together, the pair try to
direct the bees back to the hive – not an easy task,
but luckily, Bifi follows his nose and comes up with
a plan!

It’s his first day at school and Unipig is terribly
excited and also determined to behave well
and not put a trotter wrong. But when he starts
putting odd things into his schoolbag, Emmi
begins to suspect that the day is going to be
anything but peaceful, after all. She warns her
personal creature of fable never to conjure up
food at school because his conjuring usually
goes wrong. But when an impudent elf steals all
the children’s breakfasts, Unipig wants to help
and produces magical pancakes for them all.
But was that such a good idea?

Beginning Readers Ages 6+
64 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1070-2
Could anything be more exciting than a child’s
first day at school? Hardly. But Berti’s first day
surpasses them all. To start with, the whole family
wakes up so late that Berti can’t even change out
of his pyjamas before setting off for school. Then
his daddy drives like a madman, which does not
amuse the police, at all. Berti can’t count on his
big brother, and a sprint to school turns into a
wild chase. Will Berti make it to school on time?
And what about his
first-day-of-school
cone filled with treats
and presents?
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A Detective With
a Heart and a Horn

Title

CHILDREN’S FICTION

TOP

This Series
Conjures up
Magical Sales
Figures

Clearly a case for Emmi & Unipig
As charmingly imperfect
as only Unipig can be
Unipig speaks from children’s hearts!

Brightly coloured and delicately
drawn: Fans love Florentine
Prechtel’s illustrations

Anna Böhm · Susanne Göhlich

Katja Frixe · Florentine Prechtel

Emmi & Unipig 5: A Case for Sherlock Horn!

The Magical Bookshop of Wishes 6: A School Sticks Together

Children’s Fiction Ages 8+ | 208 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7512-0002-8

Children’s Fiction Ages 8+ | 176 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7915-0157-4

A thief is wreaking havoc in Elftown. He’s stealing the expensive street
lamps that normally allow the human population’s flying magical
creatures see where they’re going at night. Daddy’s dragon even had an
accident in the sudden darkness. Mummy Brix is supposed to be solving
the case – she is a police officer, after all. But then Unipig gobbles up a
small cake that’s the only piece of evidence! Emmi is furious. But perhaps
the pair can still help Mummy to find the thief.

The latest from Clara, Leo, Mrs Owl and Gustaf, the rhyming tomcat: Clara is worried about Leo,
who urgently needs to get good marks in a test if he isn’t to repeat a school year. But then the
project week looks like it could be cancelled. Luckily, Mrs Owl leaps into the breach as teacher.
She moves the class into her magical bookshop of wishes and at the same time helps to restore
the school library to former splendour. Now that’s what makes school fun!

Full English translation
available
English sample translation available
of every book in the series
More than 55,000 copies
sold of the series!

More than 100,000 copies
sold of the series!
Rights to the series sold to

Rights to the series sold to
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CHILDREN’S FICTION

A Sat read-aloud book by
Paul Maar, written especially
for younger children!

Fast-moving, turbulent and
full of imaginative ideas –
one of the very best Sat stories!

King or Frog,
That is the
Question!

5,7 MIO.

Great philosophy for small
readers: The subjects of populism,
society based on lies, and
manipulation are tackled here
with humour as well as depth

BOOKS AND
AUDIOBOOKS SOLD
OF THE SERIES

Another masterpiece by
Martin Baltscheit following
his success Only One Day
Paul Maar · Nina Dulleck

Paul Maar · Nina Dulleck

Martin Baltscheit · SaBine Büchner

One Sat Too Many

Sat in Luck

Long Live King Frog

Read-Aloud Book Ages 7+
144 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0827-3

Children’s Fiction Ages 7+
240 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0829-7

Children’s Fiction Ages 6+ | 112 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7915-0149-9

The Sat gives Mr Pocketbeer a very precious present
for his birthday: a very last wish dot. But what does
Mr Pocketbeer go and do with it? He makes a wish
for the wrong thing, of course - namely, a Sat for his
pesky neighbour, Mrs Redcabbage. And straight
away, there’s a second Sat sitting at their dining
table! It is scarily well behaved, but it poses a huge
challenge for the Pocketbeer Sat!

Where would the Pocketbeer Family be without the
Sat? Mr Pocketbeer has become as fond of the small
creature with the trunk-like snout as if he were his
own child. But one day the Sat disappears. To its
own horror, he must return to the Sat world at the
end of 15 years, 15 days and 5 minutes – because
otherwise the human being he is living with would
become a Sat himself. Mr Pocketbeer is already
showing the first signs… Is he really turning into a
Sat? And will the real Sat have to leave his dad? A
wondrous tear leads to a surprising solution…

Full English translation available!
Rights to the series sold to
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Fox and Wild Boar were really expecting the mayfly, but who’s this climbing
out of the water? A frog, and it actually claims to be a king – or to be exact,
their king. King Frog proceeds to demand a palace, freshly grilled flies and
absolute obedience. He even makes the pair build a wall to keep out the
stork, which, he claims, is a sorcerer. Will the two best friends the
forest has ever seen be taken in by this self-crowned king?

English sample
translation available
Rights sold to

Only One Day
978-3-7915-2702-4

CHILDREN’S FICTION

Well written and closely
observed: This debut speaks
from the hearts of children

Colourful, totally different,
but altogether beautiful: the
inhabitants of this house stick
together like a patchwork quilt!

Jasmin Schaudinn · Iris Hardt

Stefanie Taschinski · Anne-Kathrin Behl

Antonia Michaelis · Claudia Carls

Mila Sternberg · Verena Körting

Edda of Moss Lane

Patchwork Family 2: We’ve Got
Something to Celebrate

The Mill Kids – Princess Jorunn
and the Water Troll

Horse Whisperer Emily –
A Friendship Without Words

Children’s Fiction Ages 8+
216 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1381-9

Children’s Fiction Ages 8+
144 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1047-4

Children’s Fiction Ages 9+
192 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7915-0146-8

Emma and her family have settled in really well
at number 11, and there’s plenty going on: The
patchwork family is expecting a new addition, and
Father Ollie is spending every spare minute he has
at his restaurant, trying to win a Golden Chef’s Hat
Award. Jojo, on the other hand, wants one thing
more than anything else for his fifth birthday – for
Mummy to come over from Australia on a visit!

“When the wind blows in from the North-east, the
mill comes alive.” And that’s when adventure is
on its way to Liv and her three sisters, and their
home, the mill, becomes an enchanted place. One
morning, the mill is a palace and the girls are
princesses. But then Princess Jorunn is kidnapped!
Her sisters set out on a perilous search to find her.

A horse of her own! For that, Emily would even
appear on a quiz show, even though she’s far happier
fixing old mixers and toasters than mixing with
people. And then opportunity knocks for Emily
when she actually comes up trumps in a quiz
and makes her dream come true. But now there’s
something wrong with Runa, her mare. She’s sad;
Emily immediately senses that because she has a
special bond with animals … it’s almost as though
she could talk to them. And Emily knows that she is
the only one who can help her pony.

Children’s Fiction Ages 6+
144 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1042-9
Six-year-old Edda lives in Moss Lane, and she and
her friends’ favourite place to play is “America”, the
overgrown plot of land on the other side of the road.
But then builders come along and put up a house
there, of all places. Of course, Edda is definitely
going to hate the new people for ever! It’s just too
bad that she and the boy who moves into the new
house get on like a house on fire from the word go.

BÜCHER magazine awarded
Edda of Moss Lane their
“Grandios” seal of approval!

Patchwork Family 1:
We’re Moving In
978-3-7891-0969-0

Has all the ingredients
for a modern classic.
With masterful black & white
illustrations by Claudia Carls

The Night of
Imprisoned Dreams
978-3-7891-4261-1

Sensitively and movingly told:
In Emily’s world, intuition counts
more than words

For every girl who’s crazy about
horses and children, and loves
books about special friendships
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CHILDREN’S NON FICTION

The first footballer autobiography
especially for children – this is
how superstar Thomas Müller
made it

Forest Discoveries
With our best-selling author Peter Wohlleben

Holidays by the sea, best
friends and first love – with DIY
instructions for knitting fans

Thomas Müller & Julien Wolff

Peter Wohlleben · Stefanie Reich

Peter Wohlleben · Stefanie Reich

Regine Kölpin · Josephine Schwan-Jones

How I Became a Professional
Footballer

Do You Know Where the
Animals Live? A Journey
of Discovery Through
Meadows and Forest

Can You Hear The Trees
Talking? A Short Journey
of Discovery Through the
Woods

Beach Chair Kisses or
The Anti-Romance Pact

Children’s Non Fiction Ages 6+
128 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0941-6

Children’s Non Fiction Ages 6+
128 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-0822-8

Peter Wohlleben takes you on a tour of the
animals that live close to where you live: in the
woods, in the garden, by the water and in the
house. You get to see hedgehogs and mosquitoes
have their babies, watch them eat, defend
themselves and sometimes also when they are
ill. You will learn so much about all manner of
creatures – from the thunderfly to the wolf –
that you didn’t know before!

Explore the woods, discover the surprises they
hold and have fun with Peter Wohlleben! Do trees
have a language of their own? Do tree children
have a nursery? Why are wild animals frightened
of people? Peter Wohlleben answers questions
that are unusual, original and often very funny.
His easy-to-understand and nearly always
surprising answers help children to see life in the
woods with new eyes. The gifted storyteller draws
on his decades of experience as a forest ranger as
well as the latest research findings.

Dana and Fee, her best friend, live in a small village
on the dyke on the North Sea coast. The girls are both
keen knitters and have sworn an oath – no boys until
they are 18! But then Chris and Mick turn up and
before they know it, first Fee and then Dana are in
emotional turmoil. How on earth can you resist a boy
who knits friendship bracelets?

Children’s Non-Fiction Ages 10+
192 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1517-2
What I want to be when I grow up is a professional
footballer! That’s what plenty of children dream of.
But how can they actually achieve that? In this book,
likeable superstar Thomas Müller gives a full and
frank account of his football career, from the first
time he kicked a ball to his first professional game
(for FC Bayern) his team’s Champions League win
and being a part of Germany’s terrific victory at the
World Cup in Brazil.
Rights sold to

Rights sold to
More than
40.000 copies of
Thomas Müller's
Beginning
Readers sold
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Rights sold to

Early Teens Ages 12+
256 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0629-0

A summer read with all of
the elements girls enjoy

Can a Blind
Horse Change
How I See Things?

Inspirational message:
body positivity instead
of Instagram optimisation

A wonderful – addictive –
story to start off a very
special series

Fun challenges and lots
of space for making notes
and finding yourself

Touching and
with lots of
honest emotion

Jana Crämer · Josephine Pauluth

Julie Wald · Kerstin Schürmann

Incomparably You!
How to Become Your Own Best Friend

Silverhorse 1: Dancing With the Wind

Early Teens Ages 12+ | 208 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0641-2

Ever since having to give up her pony, 12-year-old Ava is so sad that
she decides to have nothing more to do with horses or riding ever again.
But then she meets the blind Lusitano mare Soraya, and to her great
surprise, Soraya will trust only Ava. With the aid of Soraya’s owners,
old Silvester and his granddaughter Elsie, Ava deals with her fear of
commitment and allows herself to become fond of Soraya. And so the
foundations for a lifelong friendship between girl and horse are laid.

This book will do you good. There’s space here for everything: your strengths,
your weaknesses, your deepest desires, your fears, your memories, your courage
and your strength. It’s a journal, a companion along the path that leads to you,
and most of all: a friend made of paper. What would life be without friends? And
what if you could love yourself as much as you love your best friend?

Volume 2 coming
out autumn 2020.

Early Teens Ages 11+ | 272 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7891-1348-2
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EARLY TEENS

Be Yourself –
Beyond
Comparison!

YOUNG ADULTS

By bestselling author Sonja Kaiblinger:
A touch of magic, first love and the
topsy-turvy chaos of everyday catastrophes

Supergirl & Rock Star
Love – tough avenger
of the underdog and
cool as Catwoman

Sonja Kaiblinger · Carolin Liepins

Sonja Kaiblinger · Carolin Liepins

Barbara Schinko

Magically In Love

Magically Kissed

Young Adults Ages 12+
320 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0647-4

Young Adults Ages 12+
320 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0648-1

Alleycat 2: Desire
and Betrayal

Up to this Friday, everything in Ophelia’s
life had been boringly normal, at least as
normal as it can be when you have three
aunties and a twin sister who can change
into a clown fish or a waitress at the drop
of a hat. Fifteen-year-old Ophelia has
enough on her plate coping with all this
chaos, so the last thing she wants is to
suddenly have the same shape-changing
ability. But maybe a bit of magic could
help her make Adrian, the boy of her
dreams, fall in love with her. Or would it
be better to just be herself?

Ophelia’s transformation skills are more
practical than you might think. After all,
(in the guise of Amalia) she finally gets to
kiss Cliff, the boy she’s crazy about. But
then it’s time for the whole school to set
off for the Highland Games. And because
not only Cliff and the real Amalia join
them on the journey, but also Ophelia’s
twin sister, their three loopy aunts and
Adrian, who is absolutely nuts about
Ophelia, heartache and chaos are a
foregone conclusion. Strange things
happen and Ophelia realises that she
has another relation staying at camp
incognito.
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Young Adults Ages 14+
440 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0633-7
Torn between her feelings for Brynn and
Ash, Rina continues to patrol the streets
of the Northside as Alleycat. But Brynn’s
father, boss of The Musicians gang, is hot
on her heels so that Rina is forced to flee.
Will she still be able to solve the mystery
of her brother’s death? And which of the
two boys is the right one for her: Ash or
Brynn? The thrilling finale!

Alleycat –
Love & Revenge
978-3-8415-0598-9

Optimise yourself – always, at all times!
Explosive future-fiction thriller with a
topical reference for the Instagram generation
Fast-moving, action-packed and
totally realistic!

Title

!

Performance-enhancing drugs,
brain doping, societal pressure and
optimisation mania: four teenagers
in a totalitarian society

YOUNG ADULTS

Be Your Best Self!

TOP

You Are the Time Guardian, Jade!
A magical secret society in present-day London –
our new atmospheric fantasy trilogy in a boarding school setting

Johannes Groschupf

Evolve – The World Is Ours
Young Adults Ages 12+
240 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0630-6
In Hannah, Jacob, Laurence and Josephine’s world – the Hamburg
of the future – people are rated on a points system. This means that
they are awarded points for their performance and behaviour.
The points are credited to a social account, and each score has
consequences. A scientist offers the four friends an unbeatable deal
to raise their score by testing a new medication, a performanceenhancing, wonderchild drug. On the strength of their new powers,
the government recruits the four to work as agents.
The downside is that the drug has terrible side-effects…

English sample translation available
Publication date: 09/2020

Anja Ukpai · Maximilian Meinzold

Anja Ukpai · Maximilian Meinzold

Anja Ukpai · Maximilian Meinzold

Meridian Princess 1: The
Clockmakers’ Academy

Meridian Princess 2:
The Time Heirs of London

Meridian Princess 3:
The Might of Time

Young Adults Ages 13+
320 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0613-9

Young Adults Ages 13+
320 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0604-7

Young Adults Ages 13+
320 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0605-4

The summer holidays are just beginning
when Jade unexpectedly finds herself
back at the Clockmakers Academy
in London. There she learns that she
belongs to an ancient secret society
of time guardians. From now on, Jade
and her classmates will be taught such
fascinating topics as time-window
leaping and demon defence. And Jade
is really going to need these newly
acquired skills because Chronos has
set his sights on gaining dominion
over time. And Jade also finds that of
all “people,” Harper, an overanxious
guardian spirit, has been appointed to
protect her.

The Meridian Trilogy contains elements known from some of the most
successful series of recent years: the focus is on a secret and ancient society,
as in the “Ruby Red Trilogy” by Kerstin Gier, the protagonist goes to a
boarding school where she is trained for special tasks such as Allie in
“Night School” by C.J. Daugherty. The series impresses with its wealth of
ideas and a great opponent and is set in today's London – or in a secret
parallel world of London – as in the Cassandra Clare series “The Infernal
Devices”. These bestselling elements are combined with the exciting theme
of the time that must be protected for the good of mankind, creating a very
special story. A must read!
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YOUNG ADULTS

F

AV O U R
OUR
IT E S

Breathtaking, disturbing,
gripping. Immerse yourself
in the hidden world of
Lost Places!

The temptations,
risks and abysses
of the gaming world –
thrilling suspense!

The things we do for love –
suddenly you are one of
the boat people

The latest novel by German
Youth Literature Prize
laureate Peer Martin

Johannes Groschupf

Johannes Groschupf

Antonia Michaelis & Peer Martin

Peer Martin

Lost Places

Lost Girl

Borderland Days

Young Adults Ages 14+
250 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0248-3

Young Adults Ages 14+
240 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0475-3

Young Adults Ages 15+
464 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0469-2

Hope – There’s No Way Back.
You Make It. Or You Die.

Berlin teenagers Chris, Moe, Kaya,
Steven and Lennart are urban explorers,
who go rummaging round disused
factories, empty houses and dilapidated
hospitals at night. But what starts out
as an exciting adventure soon becomes
a dangerous undertaking because the
deserted buildings hold not only charms,
but terrors, too. When the friends
discover a dead body in a building that’s
all demolished, they begin to suspect
that the Badidos motorbike gang must be
behind it. And then suddenly things start
to get really dangerous…

Virtual Reality: The book based on the new
gaming trend! A deserted orphanage in the
middle of the woods, eight teenagers from Berlin,
and a virtual reality game that gives each player
what he or she secretly desires. The game soon
becomes addictive and the friends begin to
change as tensions arise within the group. In the
end, one of the girls disappears without trace.

A two-week holiday on a tiny Greek island
awaits Julia. The sea is blue, the nights are
clear and starry. Everything seems perfect.
But then Julia meets a boy with bandaged
hands and realizes who he and the others
living here in hiding are. Julia’s world is
turned upside down. Because the sea is a
grave, the nights are cold, and the village is
a place where suspicion reigns. And there’s
a border running straight through the water
although no one can see it. A deadly border.
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Also available:
Lost Boy
978-3-8415-0447-0

A touching love story with a topical
political background and a sensitive
and realistic portrayal of the refugee
situation. The two authors have been
nominated for the German Children’s
Literature Award by the Youth Jury.

Young Adults Ages 16+
544 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7915-0139-0
When everything has been taken from you, you have
nothing to lose. Nineteen-year-old Canadian Mathis
accompanies Hope, an 11-year-old Somali, as he flees
right across South America. The two have barely
set out, when two shady characters start following
them – and they are not the only threat to confront
Hope and Mathis on their breath-taking journey. As
they travel through the Amazon rainforest, across the
Panamericana highway and on the roof of a high-speed
goods train speeding along, death lurks in the shadows
on all sides; they barely escape with their lives on more
than one occasion. Will the pair make it to freedom?
Also available:
The Summer of Black Wings
978-3-7891-4297-0
German Youth
Literature Prize

Creative world building and a powerful love story – modern fantasy at its best!

YOUNG ADULTS

Earth, Water, Air, Fire … and Love

Borka – bold as a lioness:
Modern role model
Girl becomes a prince’s
bodyguard in a fantastic setting

Volumes 3 and 4 are
coming out autumn 2020.

Nena Tramountani

Nena Tramountani

Nena Tramountani

Kathy Tailor

City of Elements 1:
The Power of Water

City of Elements 2:
The Strength of the Earth

City of Elements 3:
The Magic of Air

Lioness – Follow Your Heart

Young Adults Ages 14+
400 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0596-5

Young Adults Ages 14+
400 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0600-9

Young Adults Ages 14+
400 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0603-0

“Who are you?” I asked, angrily interrupting him. He
shrugged his shoulders. “Your best chance of surviving
the night.”

Kia finds out that Niyol, with whom she had an
affair before coming to Tessarect, was deliberately
assigned to her to isolate her. But slowly Kia learns
to control her gift and to distinguish false from
good friends. Together with her Inventi Will, who
seems to be returning her feelings, and her friends
from the four elemental districts, she decides to
bring the truth to light. Have her parents really
gone crazy because of their forbidden love? Their
search for answers takes them far below the earth –
and to the very depths of their own hearts.

Tessarect. A city strictly divided according to the
four elements – and those who rule them. Kia is
kidnapped and brought here and then discovers
that her life is in danger because she is the child of
two element bearers – and that makes her unique.
Her kidnapper Will, of all people, turns out to be
her inventi, born to protect her come what may.
Unfortunately, he’s not only unbearable, but also
pretty good at his job and never lets Kia out of
his sight. Somehow she has to give him the slip
if she is to find out who can be trusted in this
impenetrable maze of alliances and secrets – and
to awaken the extraordinary talent that is said to
be slumbering within her.

Nena Tramountani

Young Adults Ages 14+
400 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0631-3
Borka is a girl who was raised by lions. When
poachers capture her lion parents, the 18-year-old
follows them to the royal court, where her courage
and strength earn her the position of bodyguard to
the crown prince. Borka accompanies Prince Feodor
on a perilous journey, by the end of which she not
only knows her own past, but also the person to
whom her heart and future belong.

Rights sold to

City of Elements 4:
The Call of Fire

Also available:

Young Adults Ages 14+
400 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0652-8

Disappeared
978-3-8415-0601-6
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YOUNG ADULTS

Tantalisingly sensual new
adult love story – perfect
for readers looking for
intense moments

A Gift of the
Gods to the Fans
of Marah Woolf

Nature and a powerful
heroine: The Romeo and
Juliet of the seas

By our bestselling author
of SilverMoonLight and
BookLess, one of the most
successful self-published
authors in Germany
Publication date:
11/2020

Julie Chapel

Marah Woolf

Sarah Lilian Waldherr

Hold Me Now

Divine Spark 3: Don’t Leave Me

Lumina – Light of the Ocean

Young Adults Ages 14+
320 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0624-5

Young Adults Ages 14+ | 464 Pages | ISBN 978-3-7915-0141-3

Young Adults Ages 14+
400 Pages | ISBN 978-3-8415-0638-2

Ciao, beauty and lifestyle. Jessica just doesn’t get
it – her parents are sending her away to work as
a chambermaid for the summer in a hotel that
belongs to some people they know! Jade misses
her life of freedom and Marc, in particular... But
then Noah, the hotel owner’s son, takes her on a
diving trip. She soon realises that Noah isn’t just
some guy, but one whose touch sends electric
charges thrilling through her. The only trouble is
that relationships between hotel staff are strictly
forbidden …

From little miss luxury
to chambermaid
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This is love at its most powerful. There’s a traitor loose among the gods in
Monterey and soon it is impossible to tell friend from foe. Agrios is prepared
to use any means to gain possession of the staff of honour and so to seal his
power on Mount Olympus. Only together can Jess and Cayden succeed in
putting an end to the battle of the gods. Jess is not yet ready to forgive Cayden,
though, but does that mean she is willing to sacrifice him?

Also available:
Divine Spark 1: Don’t Love Me
978-3-7915-0120-8
Divine Spark 2: Don’t Hate Me
978-3-7915-0140-6
Rights to the
series sold to

Like all the Hauara girls, Lumina, too, is sent on
the whale trail. The idea is that as she migrates
northwards through the seas, she will come of
age and find her partner in the vastness of the
ocean. But instead of finding him, she meets Ilian,
a member of the rival Rawhiti clan, who is on the
point of killing a whale calf. She blocks his path –
and moments later they are both snatched away by
a terrible sea monster. In captivity, they inevitably
fall in love with each other and come to realise that
the war between their clans is not the greatest evil
threatening the oceans. Yet the clans oppose their
relationship. Can Lumina manage to bring about
peace to save the ocean and their love?

The perfect mermaid romantasy
for fans of Alea Aquarius
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